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Turbine boosts solar power
Large Moers plant
Berlin storage conference
Pellets and straw for open-air museum
Wind sector goes for repowering and expansion
Cologne study discusses cost potentials
Energy laboratory for pupils opened
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Conference on “The Human Factor”,
25.11 .2010, Wuppertal
Cutting power and heat consumption is not only a matter of technical and organisational measures, but also of sensitising employees to the issue. This has been verified both in practical projects
and by scientific evidence. Enduring user motivation and energyaware user behaviour are ignored in many places, however,
when it comes to lowering energy consumption levels. That is why
the EnergyAgency.NRW is joining with the Technical Academy
Wuppertal and the Ruhr University Bochum to hold a conference on the subject of “The Human Factor. Energy-aware User
Behaviour in Administrative Bodies, Organisations and Companies”. The conference will take place on 25.11.2010 in the historic
Wuppertal ‘Stadthalle‘ (Civic Centre). Further information: www.
energieagentur.nrw.de
Energy cost management and climate protection in
SMEs
On 29.09.2010 a new series of seminars is being launched by the
Gelsenkirchen Science Park Academy on the subject of “Energy
Cost Management and Climate Protection in SMEs”. This practice-based series is aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises
in productive industry and at operators of large-scale infrastructural establishments. It will deal with current topics from energy
procurement to efficient energy use. At the kick-off event relevant experts will give a survey of the topics, which will then
be dealt with in details between autumn 2010 and spring 2011
in a total of four seminars. Information and registration: www.
wipage.de/akademie

Editorial

Dipl.-Ing. Patrick Jung
CEO of IPJ Ingenieurbüro P. Jung GmbH

Faster, higher, further? In our society the realisation is growing
that maximum performance is not automatically optimum performance. The small Smart car shows us how: smart marketing
strategists created for it the catchy slogan: “Reduce to the max.”
The store “Manufactum” has always made a great success of selling high-quality, long-lasting products. Against the backdrop of
the sustainability debate, our consumption habits are changing.
The desire to use beautiful, well functioning things for as long
as possible and without damaging the environment is attracting
increasing numbers of adherents. The trend towards sustainability has also long taken hold in architecture, construction and the
home: climate-appropriate building is all the rage.
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A new generation of architects not only pay attention to aesthetics, form and modernity, but also and in particular the functionality and energy strategy of a building. Their creative culture of energy recovery and transformation combines lowtech with high efficiency and new, decidedly attractive forms
of architecture – as with the CO2-neutral kindergarten at Bayer
Crop Science in Monheim. The principles of this new building
culture are simple: optimum use is made of solar radiation,
wind and daylight as sources of energy. In good designs the
sun no longer shines on parked cars or asphalt, but onto solar
installations or green roofs. The ground the house is standing
on is tapped as an energy source and upgraded to become an
energy store. A building with a smart energy strategy utilises
the cool of the night to regenerate after the heat stress of the
day, and it beneficially equalises even major weather fluctuations or a temporary operational error. Suppliers also acknowledged the trend some time ago: new materials and surfaces
open up more opportunities for building smart houses: the new
facades gleam with nanotechnology, aerogels and thin-layer
photocells.
Certified, sustainable buildings are also real trendsetters in economic terms: they sell much better and can be rented out more
easily. And Plus Energy Houses help considerably in covering
erection costs. Climatically appropriate architecture is the future.
Burning fossil energies in the cellar is yesterday.

Dipl.-Ing. Patrick Jung, Visiting Professor at the Danube University of
Krems, Department of Construction and the Environment, Partner and CEO
of IPJ Ingenieurbüro P. Jung GmbH, Cologne
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Plus Energy Houses

THE

NEXT

GENERATION:

PLUS ENERGY HOUSES
Victory podium in Washington and Madrid, triumph in Asia, South America and Europe:
Germany is “world champion“ in plus energy design – a development from passive
houses to buildings which generate more energy than they consume. With ambitious
construction projects, research suitable for everyday application and general federal
state instruments, NRW sets new standards with this new generation of sustainable
architecture.

T

he living room measures almost 50
square metres and is only broken up
by a compact monolith which provides
access to the sanitary installations. To the
south a window front with sliding glass elements opens up. Lemon and olive trees
in tubs form the boundary of the generously proportioned patio, while the wind
blows small white crests on the water pool
which extends the bath to the outside. In
the daytime the roof patio provides an
enticing opportunity to tarry awhile, and
in the evening the light follows the residents, flowing automatically from lamps
integrated in the ceiling. A
high-quality hi-fi system
lays a soft carpet of music over the stylish atmosphere …

trict of Uellendahl. And the actual luxury
of the building is not evident at first glance
– namely the fact that the house is a small
power plant. Or put more accurately:
despite all the facilities it generates more
energy than it consumes. The plus energy
bungalow was developed by 30 students
of the Bergisch University of Wuppertal
on the occasion of the Solar De-cathlon
2010 in Madrid, one of the most significant competitions for young architects.
And the pay-off? The building from Wuppertal, which was presented under the
heading “House for Europe“, was designated at the end of June as in the Top Ten
of the top class participating projects from
throughout the world.

No, this futuristic
“dream villa“ isn‘t
located in the Hollywood Hills, but in
the Wuppertal dis-

4
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Plus Energy Houses like the Wuppertal
solar house represent the most recent species in the evolutionary history of modern
architecture. This has undergone a rapid
development over the past few years.
Whereas existing buildings in many locations still consume more than 300 kilowatt
hours (kWh) per square metre of primary energy for heating, hot water and
household electricity, this figure

Plus Energy Houses

Focus

has already been cut drastically by lowenergy and passive houses. But even the
passive house standard still shows a minus
in the annual energy balance sheet – as
much as 120 kWh per square metre and
year. Plus Energy Houses on the other
hand use mainly photovoltaic systems to
produce substantially more energy than
they themselves use.
In a practice-based building simulation the Institute for Construction Physics at the Bergisch University of Wuppertal calculated what this plus would mean
on annual average for the “House for
Europe“ designed by the NRW architectural students. The result was amazing: up
to 450 kWh per square metre and year
is the surplus achieved at the competition
location of Madrid. In less sun-blessed
Wuppertal the surplus figure achieved is
still 170 kWh/square metre in the annual
primary energy balance sheet.

Such Plus Energy Houses do not yet work
really autonomously, since they are still
connected to the conventional energy
grids, from which they draw power and
heat while at the same time feeding in
solar power into the public grid. This reciprocal dependence could gradually disapThese are the components that make such pear in the coming years, however, when
houses of the next generation into power local and regional storage facilities for the
plants: so-called vacuum insulation pan- volatile solar power have been developed
els and frame-insulated windows with tri- further and rendered usable.
ple glazing seal the building shell. A living space ventilation with system with heat The name Plus Energy House was given by
recovery creates a pleasant indoor climate the Freiburg solar architect Rolf Disch, who
and saves energy. Wall panels with par- already registered the term as a trade
affin pellets as “phase change materials“ mark in the mid 90s. His solar housing
(PCM) absorb heat that has built up dur- estate in the Freiburg district of Schlierberg
ing the day and give it off again into the was constructed at the turn of the millenrooms at night. Solar panels are available nium. Today the approximately 15,000
to provide hot water and heating, and in square meter area still inspires ideas in
addition, if there is a residual demand for architects across the globe. In the Disch
heat, use is made of heat pumps or, in office plans are currently being drawn up
recent times, micro co-generation plants for plus energy housing estates in Denwith regenerative fuel such as wood pel- mark, Norway, China, Brazil and Lebalets or biogas. All household appliances non. And architects, planners and develare of the highest energy efficiency rat- opers from NRW also exploit the solar
ing, and LED lamps help to save energy in pioneer‘s many years of practical experiaddition. On the existing roof areas ence for projects in this region.
of the living space, garages
or extensions and on facades For example, the Cologne property comsuitable for the purpose, PV pany GAG Immobilien AG engaged the
modules installed throughout Freiburg firm of architects some time ago
turn the highly efficient passive to conduct a feasibility study for a new
house structures into veritable residential estate in Cologne-Ostheim.
There, in the quarter known as “Wald“residential power plants“.

badviertel“, it is intended that 2,000 people profit from the possibilities offered by
innovative building services. It is not possible to implement all Rolf Disch‘s proposals for reasons of costs. But GAG board
member Kathrin Möller is grateful for
the ideas from Freiburg. In her “Technology and Construction“ department Kathrin Möller is committed to greater energy
efficiency in the numerous new buildings
and repair projects for which a budget of
around one billion euros has been set for
the next ten years. At the same time this
experienced urban developer is a driving
force in the “Climate Group Cologne“, a
network of 20 personalities form prominent institutions who have made it their
job to promote regional climate protection projects. For Kathrin Möller, however,
energy solutions for new construction projects are not the whole story. For her it is
primarily “the optimisation of energy efficiency in the housing stock which is a central key to achieving our climate objectives“. For this purpose heat insulation in
the housing stock and the building services must be improved. According to a
current survey by the European Photovoltaic Industry Association EPIA, 40 per cent
of building roofs and 15 per cent of the
facades in the European Union are also
suitable for retrofitting photovoltaic systems. And a new EU directive, according
Continued on Page 6 >>>
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tems years ago. For instance, since
1999 the 10,000 square metre solar
roof of the Mont Cenis Academy in
Herne has produced approximately
750,000 kWh of electricity annually
– much more than the state facility
would for its own needs.
■ Large and energy-intensive commercial buildings are also using PV
systems increasingly to cancel out
their power consumption. Example:
the solar roof on the Cologne Bonn
Cargo Center (CBCC) at Cologne
Airport. Here 1,685 modules yield a
total peak output of 295 kilowatts.
The power generated is equivalent
to the requirement of 85 four-person
households.
>>> Continued from Page 5
to which new buildings as from 2020 may
hardly consume more energy than they
can generate themselves, can be seen as
a stimulus for the greater use of solar systems in all future plans.
At an early stage thought was being given
in NRW to concepts for residential housing, commercial buildings and public facili-

ties which can make a major contribution
to supply – and hence to climate protection – with regenerative energies:
■ The project “50 Solar Housing Estates
for NRW“, funded state-wide with
the campaign of the same name, has
already erected anew or retrofitted
30 housing estates. 21 other estates
are under construction.
■ Public buildings in NRW were
equipped with high-powered PV sys-

Kindergarten supplies
its own energy

A

s the first childcare day centre in
Germany, the kindergarten on the
Bayer site in Monheim can boast a climate-neutral balance sheet. The facility
for 60 children in five groups covers 100
per cent all the forms of energy for heating, ventilation, lighting and the operation of electrical appliances from renewable sources.
The building constructed on the basis of a
highly heat-insulated wood stand design.
Calculated heating heat requirement: 13.4
kWh per square metre and year. Heating
and cooling are taken care of by a heat
pump which pretempers the outside air
via an array of geothermal probes. The
ventilation is linked with a heat recovery
system. And hot water is provided by a
solar-thermal installation. The electricity
requirement is covered using a roof-inte6

grated, 49 kWp photovoltaic installation
(343 square metres module area). Annual
output: around 36,900 kWh. The daycare centre was awarded the “Energyoptimised Construction 2009” prize as a
model project by the Federal Economic
Affairs Ministry.
The project was planned and implemented
by IPJ Ingenieurbüro P. Jung, Cologne and
tr.architekten, Cologne. Further information: info@tr-architekten.com
innovation & energy 3_2010

On top of this NRW is committed to an
efficient policy of networking, where
urban planners, researchers and companies sit around a table. The next major
steps are the implementation of “100 Climate Protection Estates in NRW“ and the
project “NRW – Innovation City“, a unique
project in the whole of Germany.
The basic aim of all these endeavours is
to render technical innovations practicable which can help achieve a plus in the
energy balance sheet of buildings: this
ranges from specially efficient modules
(Solarworld, Bonn), special solar tiles with
plexiglass that concentrates rays (Evonik,
Essen), high-capacity lithium-ion storage
batteries (Hoppecke, Brilon) through to
PCM panels and special windows with
integrated photovoltaic function (Dörken,
Herdecke) – to name only a few examples. Now TÜV Rheinland, RWTH Aachen
University and the Jülich Research Centre
are working on a further optimisation of
solar modules.
Conclusion: The plus energy age has
already begun in NRW.
Text: Uwe Herzog, Cologne
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Plus Energy House
on tour
D

epending on your perspective, the
Burgplatz in Essen is either a forecourt
or the back yard of a school – and as such a
natural learning location. Between April and
June the inhabitants of Essen – and everyone else as well – were able to learn what
a Plus Energy House is. In terms of energy
the Plus Energy House is something like a
perpetual motion device: it generates more
energy than it consumes when occupied. To
demonstrate how this works the house is currently on tour through large German cities.
The Plus Energy House is conspicuous – on
account of its black exterior alone. The outer
shell consists of PV modules. It shimmers – in
fact it even gleams! Opaque monocrystalline cells are used in the roof structure, and
in the facade thin-layer cells are employed.
Alongside extracting energy, the cells fulfil

the structural function of a water-bearing
layer. There are flap elements in the facade
to regulate the light requirement, heat
requirement and cooling requirement and
to provide visual and anti-dazzle protection.
To minimise the heat requirement, heatinsulating, air-tight components have been
used for the thermal shell, and in addition
a regulated ventilation system with heat
recovery was chosen. The air-conditioning
takes place using a reversible heat pump,
which can both heat and cool, and which
uses the ambient air as a heat source. This
is intended to ensure that the room temperature does not exceed 22 degrees celsius
in summer – with an outside temperature
of 30 degrees. And in winter the prevailing temperature in the surPLUShome will be
21 degrees when it’s -5 degrees outside.

The great advantage is that the house is
intended to be serviceable in nearly all climatic zones. The surPLUShome is a project
of the Technical University of Darmstadt,
and it emerged as part of the research initiative “Future of Construction” of the Federal Ministry of Transport, Construction and
Urban Development”. In 2009 the house
won the “Solar Decathlon” in Washington.
A further mobile Plus Energy House from
2007 can still be viewed in the Düsseldorf
Ehrenhof until 4 October.

11 climate protection estates
“100 Climate Protection Estates in North
Rhine-Westphalia” – the name of the project launched indicates the agenda. In the
climate protection estates CO2 emissions
are substantially reduced by a combination of energy efficiency and renewable
energies. In new housing the requirements
concerning CO2 emissions are 50 to 60
per cent below the figures laid down in
the current Energy Savings Ordinance.
Only eight months after the launch of the
project eleven estates had already been
awarded the title of “Climate Protection
Estate” by the state’s selection committee. Of the eleven estates the projects in
Gelsenkirchen-Ückendorf and Kerpen are
already under construction. In Gelsenkirchen a total of 56 apartments are being
constructed in four buildings directly next
to the Science Park. In the course of the
coming year it is intended that they will be
ready for occupancy.

of the school year this September. Both
estates are being erected to passive house
standard and are being fitted with apartment ventilation systems with heat recovery. Solar-thermal equipment and photovoltaic systems are being employed in both
climate protection estates.

bination will ensure a solar coverage rate
of 90 per cent for heating and hot water.

The largest residential building in passive house standard in Germany is being
erected in Hürth, directly on the Cologne
city boundary. Here a four-storey building
terrace with staggered storey is being built.
Also of special note are two other climate The 303 owner-occupied apartments with
protection estates in Münster and Hürth.
a living area totalling 10,000 m2 are being
constructed primarily for students.
In the Münster district of Gievenbeck 35
owner-occupied apartments are being Other estates are planned for Bonn,
constructed to passive house standard. The Neuss, Bielefeld, Hennef, Sankt Augusinnovative feature of this project is its 350 tin and Wermelskirchen. Furthermore new
m2 solar-thermal installation with a long- projects have already been announced,
term store holding 30,000 litres. This com- and so in the course of the year further
climate protection estates are anticipated.
Gelsenkirchen-Ückendorf
All projects which have been accorded
the status of “climate protection estate”
can be found on the Internet at www.100klimaschutzsiedlungen.de.

Things are advancing even more quickly in
Kerpen. The apartment block for 48 students from a vocational school is due to
be ready for occupancy by the beginning

Information:
Andreas Gries, Tel. +49 (0)211/8664217,
e-mail gries@energieagentur.nrw.de
innovation & energy 3_2010
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Wind power
electrolysis for
H2Herten

Electromobility:
a green light all the way

A

n important step for H2Herten – with
funding of 2.6 million euros the state
is supporting the so-called wind power
electrolysis which supplies the User Centre in Herten with “green” hydrogen.
Only a few months after the opening of
User Centre a start can now be made
on implementing a further building block
of the H2Herten Hydrogen Competence
Centre. Here the object is to offer a number of processes for generating green
hydrogen. In future wind power electrolysis serves as an energy supply system.
It uses the climate-friendly power generated by the windmill on the Hoppenbruch coal waste heap and employs electrolysis to generate hydrogen. This will be
available for the companies based in the
User Centre and shortly after that for a
hydrogen filling station. Surplus hydrogen is stored and can be converted back
as required into electricity – when there
is a lull or complete lack of wind. This
means that the power supply to the User
Centre is safeguarded for up to three
days.
H2 generation and energy supply only
constitute a partial aspect of the project.
The interplay of the components, from
electrolysis, hydrogen and battery accumulator through to the fuel cell and system management, is receiving accompanying scientifi c support. A monitoring system covers all the process
sequences.

8

Some important development work has to
be performed for series vehicle production, for example to optimise the electric
power train, and also the energy management, the aerodynamics, the lightweight construction or even the air-conditioning. The safety of vehicles will have
to be thoroughly thought through anew –
for example the silent running of electric
lectromobility can help secure mobil- vehicles is a problem. The aim is to achieve
ity in the future while at the same time full road capability. Cost reduction is also
a crucial topic, and the relevant business
safeguarding the climate.
models have to be developed. “Despite the
This future technology was the subject of large number of tasks ahead it’s no longer
the 2nd German Electric Vehicles Congress a question of whether electric vehicles will
in Bonn. Together with the NRW-initiated be launched onto the market in series, but
clusters EnergyRegion.NRW and Auto- when. The German industry is now forging
Cluster.NRW the economic affairs ministry ahead with this issue”, Schneider explains.
took part in the congress. “In NRW there “The number of products announced for
are many decisive ‘players‘ who can help 2011 or 2012 is already growing.”
speed up the progress towards achieving electromobility. It’s a green light all Ford is highly committed to the project
the way for electric cars in NRW”, claims Model Region Rhine-Ruhr, for example.
Lothar Schneider, Director of the Energy- Since 2009 NRW has been involved in
the project of the Federal Transport MinAgency.NRW.
istry to set up model regions for electromobility. The Model Region Rhine-Ruhr
Master plan in NRW
As early as 2009 the state presented the encompasses seven kick-off projects. Five
master plan “Mobile Future – Electromo- of these have already been given a letbility in North Rhine-Westphalia”. This ter of intent and can make a start. Within
describes the significance of and opportu- these five projects it is planned to employ
nities for electromobility in NRW and for- around 400 vehicles at about 25 locations.
mulates a plan of action and timetable. The EnergyAgency.NRW with its networks
There is a need for research and devel- Fuels and Drives of the Future and Fuel
opment primarily in the areas of battery Cells and Hydrogen is the project co-orditechnology, automotive engineering and nator for the Model Region.
infrastructure and networks. The master
plan provides for the establishment of Information:
competence centres for these major fields www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de and www.
in collaboration with the relevant research kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de
groups at the Universities of Münster,
Aachen and Dortmund. Successful kickoff workshops already exist.

E
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Major World
Hydrogen Energy Conference
Essen is used as a home base by numerous energy corporations with international operations
and is therefore seen as the energy capital of Europe. As a result, this major city on the Ruhr was
the ideal choice as the world’s capital of hydrogen and fuel cell technology for five days. In the
spring Messe Essen exhibition centre was the venue for the 18th World Hydrogen Energy Conference WHEC with 1,200 specialist participants from 50 nations. The chairman, Prof. Detlef Stolten
of the Jülich Research Centre, and his team had managed to arrange for 342 papers to be presented in 49 sessions in Essen. The papers were from 326 speakers from 33 countries. More than
200 companies and organisations were represented at the conference and the three-day trade
fair. The EnergyAgency.NRW had taken responsibility for the conduct and organisation of the
18th WHEC 2010.

“This 18th World Hydrogen Energy Conference is characterised by the fact that it not only dealt in
depth with scientific questions, but also take up a wide range of subjects. We succeeded in bringing together experts and players from a great variety of fields”, was the positive assessment of
Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, Director of the EnergyAgency.NRW. The 18th World Hydrogen Energy
Conference was not only aimed at the experts. One main objective was to inform the wider public of the possible uses of hydrogen technology. The programme therefore also included information days for schoolchildren, teachers and
students. Together with the experts around
2,500 guest visited the conference, the trade
fair and the fringe programme. During the
Public Sunday on Essen’s Lake Baldeney many
more than 5,000 visitors learned about specific applications and enjoyed test runs with
fuel cell vehicles and buses. Internet: www.
whec2010.com

innovation & energy 3_2010
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EnergyResearch.NRW:
winners chosen
I

n the second funding competition “EnergyResearch.NRW” the best ideas for the
simulation, development and application
of innovative energy technologies were
being sought. An independent jury chaired
by Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Lenz of the German
Gas and Water Association looked at
56 sketches submitted and recommended
funding for 15 projects with a total of 53
partners. The competition subjects ranged
form the application of simulation tools in
energy technology and the energy econ-

omy, the working and processing of hightemperature materials in energy technology and the use of high-temperature process heat through to the biological generation of energy sources. Implementation
of the project ideas are being funded to
the tune of around 13 million euros by the
Innovations Ministry as part of the NRWEU programme “Regional Competitiveness
and Employment 2007-2013“ (EFRE).
The competition focused on the theme of
“simulation”. In the field of energy research
there are many different potential uses for
this highly efficient instrument of modern research, which saves time, effort and
money in the development of modern

technologies. The project ideas chosen are
concerned, for example, with the development of simulation tools for the design
of fuel cells, the drive technology in wind
turbines, optimisation of the operation of
solar tower power plants and optimisation
of the combustion processes in pellet firing systems.
With the funding competition EnergyResearch.NRW the intention is to strengthen
the collaboration between research
and industry. The notion of transfer and
strengthening of the value chains are the
central elements of the thinking here. That
is why only co-operation projects between
science and industry are given funding.
The aim of the competition is to heighten
the profile of energy research in NRW –
including internationally.

High-temperature-proof materials for power
plant engineering researched in the Jülich solar
power plant.

Further information:
www.ziel2-nrw.de

NRW know-how leads
P

hotovoltaics is seen on a European level as one of the long-term key technologies in the field of renewable energies and it will in future account for a major share of the power generation. The
integration of high proportions of solar
power in the existing electricity grids involves serious technical challenges, however. With this in mind the European Photovoltaics Research Network PV ERA NET)
has announced a transnational competition on this subject with a total budget of
3.2 million euros. Six project proposals
have been submitted, presenting possible
technical barriers and problems as well as
problem-solving strategies.

members of the consortium come from
Denmark, Sweden, Germany and the
Netherlands. The aim of the project is to
develop simulation methods and special
models with which the effects of a high
proportion of solar power on the European electricity grid can be simulated.
The project will be funded to the tune of
almost one million euros over
two years.

Five of the six project proposals have now
been chosen for funding. The winner was
the project “PV smooth”, in which, among
others, Prof. Dr. Marc O. Bettzüge of the
Energy Economy Institute at the University
of Cologne (EWI) is involved. The other

The aim of the
PV ERA NET is
to reinforce the
international position of Europe in
the field of photovoltaic technology by creating a European
research area. The collaboration between the
players across regional

10
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boundaries is intended to promote a flexible, fast exchange of ideas and information. Nine countries and regions work
together in this network to combine their
research endeavours. North Rhine-Westphalia is represented by the cluster EnergyResearch.NRW.
Further information:
Dr. Stefan Rabe,
Cluster EnergyResearch.NRW,
e-mail rabe@
cef.nrw.de

Innovation

The bigger the
pellet boiler ...

Heat pumps –

EnergyAgency.NRW informs on systems bigger than 100 kW

I

P

ellet boilers for single-family houses
are now a small matter in planning
terms. For systems with a capacity in excess of 100 kW it’s quite a different matter.
“Systems of this magnitude are sometimes
a very attractive proposition economically,
but they are installed relatively seldom”,
claims Heike Wübbeler of the Wood Pellets Campaign of EnergyAgency.NRW.

a European
perspective

the amount of own funds committed is
minimised for owners and operators of
real properties.” So-called combination
systems are technically feasible and often
used in practice, in other words a pellet
boiler for the base load, combined with
a natural gas or oil boiler for peak loads.
To provide information on the use of wood
pellet heating systems from a capacity of
100 KW upward, the Wood Pellets Campaign NRW is touring through five regions
of the state – and using the opportunity to
present various wood pellet projects. Central to this series of events is the exchange
of information and tips for everyday use
between experts, experienced operators
of wood pellet heating systems and other
interested persons. The subject matter being
dealt with includes economic efficiency
analyses, wood pellet heating technology,
planning and decision-making processes, as
well as storage and contracting facilities, all
with practical reference to specific projects.
Similarly the market situation will be highlighted, including the topics of fuel supply
reliability, fuel prices, laws and ordinances.

Nationwide around 16,500 pellet-fired systems provide heating from the cellars of
private premises. But increasingly municipal institutions such as schools, kindergartens, swimming baths and church facilities, multifamily houses and trading estates
are discovering wood pellet heating systems for environmental and cost reasons.
Because of the heating heat requirement
the systems are somewhat larger than
usual, however. “For systems from 100
kW up the planning problems are different”, says Heike Wübbeler. For example:
Where should the pellet store be located?
What does building law require? And
what’s the situation as regard emissions?
Should I plan a wood pellet heating system alone, or should I seek a cascade solution, combining wood pellets with a mini The events will each take place in the afterco-generation plant or solar installations? noon between 13:30 h and 17:00 h. the
following dates are scheduled: 5.10.2010
Cascade systems have the advantage in Oberhausen, 27.10.2010 in Olsberg,
that they work very economically in part- 11.01.2011 in Nettersheim, 12.01.2011 in
load mode. Where there is the relevant Coesfeld and 19.01.2011 in Bielefeld.
demand, a second system can kick in.
Wübbeler: “Heat contracting facilities Participation is free of charge. Further
with wood pellets are becoming increas- information and the programme can be
ingly interesting. The operational risk and found at www.aktion-holzpellets.de

f we look at the sales figures for heat
pumps in Europe, it is evident that the
market is gradually finding its level in European terms. For example, in 2009 a
total of more than 520,000 heat pumps
were sold. This figure was recently published by the European Heat Pump Association on the occasion of the 3rd European
Heat Pump Forum in Brussels. It indicates
a decline of 10.3 per cent as compared
to the boom year of 2008. The reasons
for this are the worldwide economic crisis and the related decline in the building
economy.
France on the way down
The largest drop was in France. This was
because the state funding programme
was also stopped at the same time. In
Austria, Italy, Norway and Switzerland
the market has remained relatively stable, and in England the sales figures
rose by 70 per cent. But the heat pump
is the system of choice for smaller residential premises, especially in the new
building sector. Sweden, for example, can boast a proportion
of up to 80 per cent

of building heating
systems in small residential
buildings.
The quantity of heat from renewable energy for all heat pumps installed
in Europe between 2005 an 2009 and
operated since then is 27.2 TWh. The
proportion for Germany is approximately 4.5 TWh. Germany is in third
place behind France (8 TWh) and Sweden (6.5 TWh).
Further information:
www.waermepumpen-marktplatz.nrw.de
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NRW a prime
location

S

pectacular success for a German showcase industry in renewable energies
with its main focus in the Energy Region of
NRW: the International Geothermal Association – IGA – intends to set up in the goethermics city of Bochum. This means that the
location of NRW can hold its own against
the international competition. The President
of the IGA and the federal German Geothermal Association, Professor Rybach und
and Professor Gassner, have now signed a
memorandum of understanding according
to which the IGA will initially have its office
in the region for a period of five years as
from 1 January 2011.
“The subject of geothermal energy is
enjoying growing importance at the present time among the energy technologies.
NRW, and in particular the Ruhr Metropolis, occupies a key position as the base for
numerous market-leading companies”, Dr.
Frank-Michael Baumann, Director of the
EnergyAgency.NRW said.
It’s no surprise that the Energy Region of
NRW was chosen: in the Ruhr Metropolis
alone approximately 230 companies operate in the geothermal energy market. In
NRW the industry has created 5,000 jobs
and achieved sales of more than 180 million euros in 2009 alone. NRW is especially strong on the heat pump market: in
North Rhine-Westphalia there are 70,000
heat pumps in operation (in Germany the
figure is 334,000. Now that the International Geothermal Association has decided
to settle here, a major player in the geothermal energy industry has been won for
NRW. The IGA has more than 3,000 members from 65 countries. The IGA secretariat
will be provided in NRW by the geothermal association Bundesverband Geothermie e.V. and will receive dedicated support from a consortium. The consortium
will include the Geothermal Association,
the University of Bochum, The Geothermal
Centre of Bochum and the EnergyAgency.
NRW. The IGA secretariat will be based
in the University of Bochum. Information:
Geothermal Energy Network in the Energy
Economy Cluster “EnergyRegion.NRW”,
Leonhard Thien, Tel. +49 (0)234/3210715,
e-mail thien@energieagenturnrw.de
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Aachen
researches
Can electric vehicles assist the expansion of renewable energies?
What will the transmission technologies of the future be? This and
many other exciting questions are being examined at the Institute
for High Voltage Technology (IFHT) at the RWTH Aachen University.

R

esearch into the potential and risks
of electromobility in the power grid
is a major concern of the “Sustainable
Energy Systems” research group. In various nationally and internationally funded
projects the technical, economic and ecological aspects of electromobility are being examined. SmartWheels is concerned
with the communication structure which
the regional grid operators need to integrate the vehicles in the power grid.
Grid4Vehicles (G4V) is a EU project ex-

amining the impact of a massive integration of electric vehicles on different European grids. The effects and potential
of commuter traffic in NRW in relation
to the power grid is being analysed in
the “Stromschnelle” (“Rapids”) project, for
which modelling of the traffic flows is required.
This repertoire of investigations is only
possible on the basis of the broad spectrum of competencies in the research
group, a spectrum which covers specifically the value chain from generation,
transmission and distribution of energy
and the integration of decentralised
installations. The methods employed in
the modelling process range from classic scenario analyses and load flow calinnovation & energy 3_2010

culations through to economic investigations (for example, potential and risk
estimates), and they are rounded off by
wide-ranging knowledge in the field of
ecology balance sheets according to ISO
14040/44. Sustainability is regarded in
the group as a multicriteria optimisation
problem which must consider the technical, economic and ecological assessment
criteria.
The group sees itself as a driving force in
the continuing development of the methodological foundation of ecological efficiency. The close collaboration of the
research group with the interdisciplinary
project organisation “Humtec” in the field
of “ethics of energy supply” also means
that social and ethical questions are considered.
The Institute for High Voltage Technology (IFHT) is part of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology (Faculty 6) of the RWTH Aachen
University. Around 50 full-time staff work
at the IFHT, of which 30 are scientists.
They are supported by about 40 student
assistants working on course assignments, and masters’ and degree theses,
for whom this work is a important part
of their studies. Research from product to system, from system to product is
the approach adopted at the IFHT. The
research is therefore reflected in equipment (power switches and insulation systems), in an efficient system application
(plant engineering and asset management) and in the evaluation of the system
as a whole (sustainable energy systems)
in the IFHT’s research groups.

Innovation

Kemnade: New
hydropower plant
A

t the dam of the Kemnade reservoir
cranes and excavators are busy. Opposite the pedestrian bridge on the right
bank of the Ruhr, the construction sit for
the new hydroelectric power plant is being set up on the dam works site. Now the
last and most recent of the five Ruhr reservoirs, built in 1979 and located between
Witten-Heven and Bochum-Stiepel, will
get a hydroelectric power plant to provide climate-friendly and CO2-free power.

the contracting and funding body for the
project decided to use a kaplan turbine
with an installed capacity of 750 kW. With
an anticipated annual output of approximately 3.7 million kWh, about 1,200 average households can be supplied annually
with electrical energy. At the same time
just under 2,500 tonnes of CO2 will be
avoided every year as a contribution to
climate protection.

The climate-friendly electricity is marketed
by Lister- und Lennekraftwerke GmbH
(LLK), a Ruhrverband subsidiary which
is responsible for operating hydroelectric power plants in the Sauerland region
and for marketing the power generated.
The costs for the whole project amount to
approx. 4.5 million euros. The commissioning of this the most recent Ruhr hydroelectric plant is scheduled for the spring of
2011. The EnergyAgency.NRW is acting as
In addition to the erection of the hydro- consultant.
electric river continuity is being ensured
to safeguard the water ecology. This ful- Key data for the Kemnade hydroelectric plant:
2.40 m
fils a major requirement of the Euro- Drop:
35 m3/s
pean framework water policy directive. A Design flow:
750 kW
technical fish ladder and eel bypass for inst. capacity:
3.7 million kWh/a
descent at the Kemnade dam enable the anticipated annual output:
approx. 2,500 t/a
river fauna to migrate in a fashion appro- annual CO2 avoidance:
priate to their species. A 15 mm screen is
being installed to protect the fish.
Further information: Stefan Prott, Hydropower Office of the EnergyAgency.NRW,
With a drop of 2.40 m and a design flow Tel. +49(0)2945/989189, e-mail prott@
of 35 m3/s the association Ruhrverband as energieagentur.nrw.de

Transatlantic link

T

now become an
export sensation
in their role as
key technologies.
Canada has set
itself ambitious goals
in wind energy in particular. In Ontario alone it is intended
to double the share of the power supply
For the Energy Region of NRW renewable accounted for by renewables from around
energies and efficiency technologies have 8,000 to 16,000 MW by 2025.
ransatlantic relations have been further enriched by a new association. In
Münster the German-Canadian Business
Club has been founded. The Club’s aim
is to optimise the co-operation between
companies from the two countries – expressly also in the field of renewable energies and energy efficiency.

innovation & energy 3_2010

New
endowment
chairs

T

he North Rhine-Westphalian energy
research landscape is to be enhanced
by the endowment of two new academic chairs. The new RWE endowment professor at TU Dortmund University is concerned with the subject of energy efficiency. The chair’s incumbent, Prof. Dr.Ing. Johanna Myrzik, will initially deal
with three focal topics: energy management systems for municipal and industrial
energy supply, the efficient use of equipment and the development of new infrastructures, as well as power electronics
component development. For the first five
years RWE will be providing initial funding and then the post will become a normal professorship of TU Dortmund University.

The RWE endowment chair for energy
trading and financial services at the Faculty of Economic Sciences of the University
of Duisburg-Essen is occupied by Prof. Dr.
Rüdiger Kiesel. Professor Kiesel’s research
areas include the development, analysis
and risk management of energy, interest
rate and credit derivatives. With a series
of events and initiatives Professor Kiesel
and his team will conduct research into
how the trade in electricity, gas, coal, oil
and CO2 as well that in as financial products works. RWE Supply & Trading is supporting the endowment chair with a total
of around two million euros.
Further information: www.eef.e-technik.
tu-dortmund.de and www.lef.wiwi.unidue.de
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Never-ending story
“Efficient street lighting”

T
15 Energy consultants certified

T

here have been 15 more qualified
energy consultants since early summer –
with a certificate from EnergyAgency.NRW.
Six women and nine men attended the sixmonth training course at contact GmbH in
Aachen, funded by the Federal Employment Agency. The course was aimed at
construction engineers and architects who
are currently seeking employment.
Following a five-month theoretical learning phase and an internship of four weeks,
the knowledge of the participants relat-

ing to energy consultancy and reporting
to on-site consultancy standard was tested
in an oral examination led by Dirk Mobers
from EnergyAgency.NRW. All course participants passed with “good” or “very
good” grades.
Tested on-site consultants
The training means that the new energy
consultants are entitled to perform the onsite consultancy services funded by the
Federal Employment Agency. In order to
obtain the “Energy Consultant Certificate”
of EnergyAgency.NRW, candidates must
take part in a training course for qualification as an on-site consultant and must
appear before an examination board
on which EnergyAgency.NRW is represented.
14

he starting point is adequately known: ■■ CHANGEOVER: Changing the balenergy costs have become extremely
last and the igniter while retaining the
burdensome for many municipalities. And
socket and reflector.
one cost is becoming more and more evi- ■■ RENEWAL: Replacement of the
entire lighting unit including the
dent – that of street lighting.
reflector.
Germany’s local authorities spend around
850 million euros on street lighting every Simply changing the bulb while retainyear – costs which could be halved. Around ing the rest of the light (plug-in)is a sim60 per cent of all streets are still lit using ple solution, but only offers limited sav1970s’ technology. Because of their long ings potential. Completely new installalifetime, a large number of obsolete mer- tion of the lighting unit, bulb and ballast is
cury vapour lights are still in use. However, preferable to plug-in, as it leads to better
switching off individual areas during the light yield and energy efficiency. Unfortunight or switching off every second lamp nately there is no “one size fits all” solution
is not a good solution for anyone. But by for modernisation of street lighting equipmodernising their street lighting, munici- ment, as the initial situation in the municipalities can reduce energy consumption palities varies too widely. However, a proand costs, improve lighting quality and cedure that consists of initial recording of
make a contribution to climate protection. the current situation and identification
This also takes account of EuP Directive of the need for modernisation, planning
2005/32/EC, which states that in future, of modern technology and step-by-step
products which do not fulfil certain energy implementation has proven practicable in
efficiency requirements may no longer be various different municipalities. Because
put into circulation. Street lamp manufac- of the requirements of the European EuP
turers have a whole variety of progressive directive and prohibitions that will take
light technologies on offer. As a whole, the effect in future, inefficient lighting elements
systems provide much better light while that are sill used in many places, such as
using considerably less electricity. Above for example mercury vapour lamps, will
all, efficient high-pressure sodium vapour no longer be available on the market after
lamps, halogen metal-vapour lamps, flu- 2015. Therefore the municipalities in North
orescent lamps and compact fluorescent Rhine-Westphalia must also consider the
lamps are suitable for energy-efficient modernisation of their street lighting in
street lighting, and also LEDs to illuminate good time. A workshop on the subject of
“Street Lighting” scheduled for 30 Septemside streets.
ber in the town hall in Wuppertal, can be
The following possibilities exist when it first step in this direction.
comes to replacement lighting:
Information:
■■ PLUG-IN: Replacement by a bulb
using different technology which can Susanne Hans, Tel. +49(0)202/24552-37,
e-mail hans@energieagentur.nrw.de
be used in the original lampholder.
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The best video clips for climate
protection and energy jobs
Trainees, pupils and students can take
part in the first “Clip-Contest EnergieJobs.
NRW” competition until 15 September. The
joint organisers are EnergyAgency.NRW
and the musical “Wicked – The Witches of
Oz!” (Stage Entertainment, Oberhausen).
The 15- to 25- year-olds are asked to
explain and show in a short video
clip what aspects of their training for an “Energy Job” they find
particularly fascinating, why they
decided for this job, what students find particularly interesting
about their course or what pupils
are particularly hoping for from
their chosen career in the energy
field.

fying musical “Wicked
– The Witches of Oz!” is
playing a major role in the competition“,
says Johannes Mock-O‘Hara, Director
of Stage Entertainment. The company is
also currently working in cooperation with

minutes and
is intended to introduce and present the
author. The best films will be selected by a
jury, and prizes awarded. It is a condition
of entry to the competition that
the contribution – even if not a
prizewinner – can be published
on the website of the EnergyAgency.NRW. Prizes include 30
tickets for the musical “Wicked
– The Witches of Oz!” in Oberhausen. And further prizes will be
awarded to the best producers
at a special award ceremony at
the Metronom Theater at CentrO
“As worldwide demand for effiOberhausen (iPhone 4, Samsung
ciency technologies and renewa- The Witches of Oz work their magic for the “Clip-Contest EnergyJobs. I9000 Galaxy S).
ble energies continues to increase, NRW”, a joint initiative of EnergyAgency.NRW and the musical “Wicked
companies in North Rhine-West- – The Witches of Oz!”
The clips should be sent by email
phalia have to think about develto clips@energieagentur.nrw.
oping future specialists early on. In the the energy consultants from the Energy- de by 15 September 2010 or should be
Energy Region NRW, new members of the Agency.NRW in order to use even more uploaded at www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
workforce with the right qualifications have energy-efficient and therefore climate- clips. Alternatively, a DVD can be sent to
to be prepared for the challenges today friendly equipment in the Metronom “EnergyAgency.NRW, Kasinostr.19, 42103
and be made aware of the varied possi- Theater at the CentrO shopping mall in Wuppertal“. Further information: Internet:
bilities for study and careers within the new Oberhausen. Each video clip should last www.energiejobs.nrw.de and www.musical.
energy economy”, confirms Lothar Schnei- between 30 seconds and two-and-a-half de/energiejobs
der, Director of the EnergyAgency.NRW.
This is why the NRW Economic Affairs
Ministry established the project “EnergyJobs.NRW”. People looking for a trainee
placement, for example, should click on
www.energiejobs.nrw.de. The video clip
nergy in households, companies and EnergyAgency.NRW website: a freshlycontest is intended to motivate young peomunicipalities: this is the theme of the designed media window presents the
ple to become interested in these jobs of
monthly podcasts to be made available informative films in a well-organised way,
the future. Schneider: “The possibilities for
by the EnergyAgency.NRW from now on. so that everyone can find his or her substudy and work in the area of energy effiThe popularity of the three-minute films, ject of interest in a few clicks. Whether
ciency, renewable energies and climate
which provide objective tips and informa- buying a fridge, knowing how to ventilate
protection are attractive – but we must
tion, free from market influences, is re- and heat correctly, understanding emisprovide initial support to those who are
flected in the “hit” figures on the YouTube sions trading for small and medium-sized
about to decide on the path they wish to
channel of the EnergyAgencyr.NRW. “The companies or discovering the solar power
take in the future.”
independence of EA.TV is certainly also plant in Jülich, EA.TV offers films on every
responsible for the fact that each film is aspect of energy.
Highly charged: “Wicked – The
accessed several thousand times. CompaWitches of Oz!”
rable offerings from large energy suppli- Website operators are also invited to
“Commitment to climate protection and
ers sometimes only achieve ten per cent of embed the EA.TV episodes in their own
the education of young people are also
that”, explains Oliver Weckbrodt, podcast websites or blogs. Simply use the correextremely important to us. We are particproject manager at EnergyAgenycy.NRW. sponding link at UTube: www.youtube.
ularly pleased that our energetic, electriEA.TV also has a new position on the com/EnergieAgenturNRW

EA.TV: Energy for your website

E
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Cogeneration in compact
form – an overview
Cogeneration in micro-installations is an attractive solution for provision of electric power and heat. Use
of a decentralised “mini“ cogeneration plant is becoming more and more frequent in commercial environments and in hospitals.

I

eration can also be a good alternative
for smaller facilities”. This is the conclusion
reached by Dipl.-Ing. Matthias Kabus,
Energy Consultant at EnergyAgency.
NRW, based on the results of a workshop
on cogeneration in Düsseldorf hospitals.

n the case of decentralised cogeneration
plants, the combined generation of electricity and heat is placed within the residential or commercial building itself – avoiding expensive transportation of heat over
large distances. Micro cogeneration plants
of various capacities which use a range
of technologies are currently available in
the marketplace”, says Margit Thomeczek,
Manager of the “Power Plangt Technology” network in the cluster EnergyRegion.
NRW and a member of staff at the EnergyAgencyr.NRW.

ciency (fuel efficiency), which is over 90
per cent for almost all equipment, it is
also desirable to achieve a high level of
overall efficiency for exergetic reasons.
This amounts to between 10 and 60 per
For the low-power range (a few kW elec- cent for the different items of equipment.
tric) and primarily heat-driven use, eco- The most suitable technology for the individual case can be selected based on the
combination of the two criteria with the
intended range of use (power- or heatdriven installation).

power (Vaillant), Dachs (SenerTec), Honda
and others are available as gas-engine
co-generation installations (internal combustion engines). In the area ofpowerdriven systems, the home power plant
(Lichtblick) with 20 kW electrical output
should be mentioned in particular. Stirling
motors are available from Vaillant, Viessmann and WhisperTec, among others.
A somewhat different system has been
developed by the company Otag in the
form of the “power lion”. Here, steam
is produced in a small steam generator,
which drives a linear electricity generator (Linator). If this component fails, the
unit can still supply heat to the building.
In addition, this concept means that no
further peak load boiler is required. Gas,
oil and wood pellets can be used as fuel.
In addition to a high level of energy effi16

Since energy prices have started to rise,
independent energy supply which is preferably independent of changes in energy
prices has been an important theme in
German hospitals. The reform of the
healthcare services, rising fixed costs and
ever more stringent legal requirements
are leading to increasing cost pressure
for hospitals themselves. As their income
is regulated, most hospitals are increasingly concerned with minimising costs, and
use of a cogeneration plant can considerable reduce energy costs in the long term.
Above all because of their need for heating all the year round, hospitals offer ideal
conditions for the use of cogeneration
plants - particularly because electricity and
heat are often needed at the same time.

Fuel cell systems are not yet commercially
available. First examples of installations
from the Australian company CFCL provide an extremely high efficiency of up to
60 per cent as regards electricity generation. At the same time, a small heat stream Now that funding structures have
can be separated out, which is sufficient to changed, the time currently needed for
a cogeneration plant to pay for itself is
provide heat to one-family homes.
between six and ten years. “This means
Nevertheless, these installations do not that cogeneration remains a very interestallow complete autonomy as regards ing option”, says Matthias Kabus.
energy supply of the building, as it may
be, for example, that coverage of electric- Further information: e-mail thomeczek@
ity requirement – depending on the par- energieagentur.nrw.de or e-mail kabus@
ticular application – can fall short by con- energieagentur.nrw.de
siderably more than 50 per cent.
For a long time now, it has been no mystery within the healthcare system that
“macro” cogeneration plants are worthwhile for large-scale consumers. “Regardless of changes in the funding structure,
there is no disputing the economic advantages of cogeneration plants in hospitals
with more than 400 beds – and cogeninnovation & energy 3_2010
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Energy incentives
desired
Guest contribution from Anna
Durst, Bonn-Rhein-Sieg St. Augustin University (Anna is studying
technical journalism).

K

nowing your own energy consumption
is an essential prerequisite in order to
handle energy in a more conscious and
deliberate way. This is where smart meters can help. In order to maintain energy
savings over the long term, however, information, comparisons and feedback are
extremely important.
So-called consumption feedbacks show consumption shortly after the event and also
allow comparisons. According to studies, it is
possible to save up to 25 per cent of energy
by visualising electricity consumption with
smart meters. The display shows consumers when, where and how much electricity,
water or gas they are using at any one time.
Instead of the rotating wheel in the meter,
consumption can appear in digital form on
a screen in the living room. The digital counter shows the current consumption – so it is
easy to see how much water and electricity is being used by the dishwasher that has
just been switched on. “Habit and a lack of
knowledge regarding the actual electricity
consumed and the origins of the consumption are reasons why possibilities for saving
electricity are not used to the full”, explains
Professor Reinhard Oppermann from the
Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information Technology, FIT.
Cementing energy behaviour
Inducements help to increase motivation
for energy saving. The reward for savings that are made can be a gift or money.
But a reward for individuals is not always
the best solution. At the Rheinbach Campus of the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University, current electricity consumption will be shown
to employees and students on so-called
energy monitors as from autumn 2010. In
order to achieve this, electricity meters are
installed at points over the whole campus to collect the consumption data. “The
university is already in part provided with

electricity meters that can be networked. In addition, central main
cables are equipped with induction measuring loops in order, for
example, to be able to record the consumption of certain floors or laboratories separately”, says Professor Wolfgang Prinz from
FIT, who is at the same time manager of the
“Energy monitoring at the Rheinbach Campus“ project. The project led to a competition, as the floors were open to direct comparison with one another. The money that
is saved through this project is now available to the university for other projects. In
future, a community within a social network
– such as Twitter and others – would be
possible, in order to share energy savings
efforts and encourage competition amongst
members. The university project will run until
June 2011. By then it will be possible to recognise if normal routine behaviour changes
into long-term energy-saving behaviour.
The Studentenwerk student support services organisation of Münster University
ceased a similar project in a student hostel
with 250 inhabitants after one year, as the
targeted savings of ten per cent were not
achieved. What is particularly noteworthy
here is that the student tenants were not
actively involved in the project and the size
of the group was not constant and could
not be easily determined. The measurement was taken at a single connection for
the entire building, so that it was not pos-

An abstract representation as an example for visualisation of current consumption. “Current information” is
a possibility for keeping employees and students up to
date. Design: Simone Pollak

sible to differentiate between individual
floors. The reward of a room to be used
especially for parties was not of particular interest to all the students. More finelydifferentiated measurement is more useful, as it reveals where a particularly large
amount of energy is being used. The measurement systems available up to now, however, are still too expensive.
The project at the Albert Ludwig University
of Freiburg, however, was exemplary: the
“Sustainable Energy Efficiency” pilot project started there at the beginning of term in
winter 2006. The energy that is saved is paid
out to the project group at the current market rate. During the 15-month period of the
project, the institute “earned” around 10,000
euros in this way. This money was used to
purchase “energy saving packages”, which
were distributed to students in the first term
of their psychology studies and to graduates.
The package contained an energy-saving
bulb and plug adapter with rocker switch.
Energy consumers within private households
or companies could also learn new energysaving routines over a longer period of time
if supported with similar inducements. What
about an energy-saving diploma? Something you can call all your own!

innovation & energy 3_2010
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EU directive: new standards
for new buildings
T

he new directive on the energy performance of buildings ratified by the
European Parliament (EPBD, Energy Performance of Buildings Directive), specifies some differences as regards energy
performance certificates. The directive requires that the energy rating stated in the
certificate must in future be made known
in advertisements concerning the sale or
rental of a property.
And the rights of purchasers and tenants
are also strengthened: they have to be
provided with a copy of the certificate following conclusion of a purchase or rental
contract. In addition, all member states
must implement an independent control
system for energy certificates.
Energy requirement almost zero
In addition, the directive lays down the
energy standards that have to be implemented in new buildings and for remediation work in the European Union in future.
This means that as from 2010, only buildings that demonstrate a very high overall
energy performance can be built in Europe.
In these “ultra-low energy buildings”, the
energy requirement should be almost zero
or should to covered from renewable
energy sources to a very major extent –

EU countries have two years
Even if the current EnEV 2009 – together
with the Renewable Energies Heat Act
(EEWärmeG) – already cover many
requirements of the new EPBD, further
amendments to the law and resulting regulations and ordinances cannot be avoided.
When the new directive enters into force,
In the case of existing buildings, energy effi- the countries of the European Union will
ciency must be improved when larger ren- have two years – in other words until 2012
ovation projects are carried out – where – in order to transpose its provisions into
national law.
feasible.
including energy from renewable sources
that is generated at the building location
itself or nearby. Because of their role as
forerunners intended to set an example,
under certain conditions, the requirements
will apply to public buildings from as early
as 2019.

Students from Solingen successful

T

he Mildred-Scheel-Berufskolleg vocational college in Solingen gained
third place in the first Raiffeisen Energy
Cup contest, where students were asked
to submit projects from the area of energy
efficiency and use of renewable energies.
Educational institutions from Hesse,
Rhineland Palatinate and North
Rhine-Westphalia took part, un- “In order to meet the challenges of creder the auspices of the En- ating energy supplies which are suitable
ergyAgency.NRW.
for the present day, young people must
be made aware of the problems associated with energy generation and use at
an early date, and must be motivated to
work on finding solutions. The Raiffeisen
18
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Members of the jury, award presenter and representatives of all entrants are photographed for
the occasion

Energy Cup is a successful example of
how a responsible approach on the part
of companies, along with youthful enthusiasm, can be combined for the good of
the whole of society”, says Dipl.-Ing. Lothar
Schneider, Director of EnergyAgency.NRW,
on the occasion of the award ceremony in
Cologne. The vocational college in Solingen
received 500 euros as a prize for its entry
to the competition.

Application

Contracting cures
energy costs
I

per cent, even within the term of the contract”, says Dipl.-Ing. Rüdiger Brechler from
EnergyAgency.NRW, who advised the hospital during development of the project.

cogeneration plant (50 kWel). Even electricity from cogeneration plants for the operator’s own use is now subsidised at a rate
of 5.11 cent/kWh based on the amended
Combined Heat and Power Generation Act
Before modernisation, the annual gas con- of 2009. In addition, room air equipment,
sumption of the hospital was 6.5 million management, regulation and control techkWh for heating, with an additional 1.13 nology including central building control
systems, and also the heat distribution and
hot water supply systems are undergoing
modernisation or optimisation. Information:
Of course, the performance capacity of a
Rüdiger Brechler, Tel. +49(0)202/24552-15,
hospital with 312 beds is measured in terms
e-mail brechler@energieagentur.nrw.de
of its medical results. And the St.-Clemens-Hospital in Geldern (funded by cusanus trägergesellschaft trier) certainly has
what is takes: the operating theatres have
been totally renovated, and the reception
and internal medicine areas, along with the
endoscopy department, have been mod- million kWh needed for steam generation.
he public utility Stadtwerke Bielefeld
ernised. However, modernisation would not Electricity consumption amounted to 2.88
has commissioned its first biogas inmillion
kWh
and
the
water
requirement
have been complete without an overhaul
stallation. Around 1.9 million cubic metres
was around 40,000 m3 per year. In total,
of raw biogas are won each year from
13,000 tonnes of silo maize and semi-liqthe energy and water costs of the hospiuid pig manure, and the gas is transporttal in 2007 amounted to around 698,000
ed to a block heat and power plant in
euros (net). Thanks to the modernisation,
the university via a pipeline which is 3.4
energy consumption has been reduced by
kilometres long. The plant generates 4.2
around 34 per cent, with a reduction in
million kWh of electricity and 3.7 kWh of
CO2 emissions of as much as 38 per cent.
heat each year. Enough in order to supply around 1,500 households with electric
In the course of the renovation work, three
power and 250 households with remote
old steam boilers and also an old heating
of the heating, air conditioning and venti- boiler were replaced by a 500 kW pelheating. According to information prolation equipment, which had become obso- let boiler, a gas condenser boiler and two
vided by Stadtwerke Bielefeld, this reduclete over the years. Thanks to a contracting high-speed steam generators with a total
es the CO2 emissions which would othscheme with savings, this was possible with- capacity of 400 kW. In addition, the hospierwise arise from heat and power genout any investment on the part of the hos- tal generates electricity for a part of its own
eration from fossil fuels by 1,700 tonnes
pital itself. The advantage is that the hos- requirements by means of a gas-driven
per year.
pital – including the performance-dependent contracting rate – can profit from an
immediate reduction in energy costs of 8
n the St.-Clemens-Hospital in Geldern, the
headaches of the management caused by
rising energy prices have now been cured.
Optimisation of energy supplies has been
financed by means of a contracting system
which guarantees savings for the customer.
Investment by contractor Cofely: around one
million euros. Savings guarantee: around
235,000 euros/annum over ten years. EnergyAgency.NRW advised on the projects.

Biogas from
Bielefeld

T
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New all round:
“aktion.Efit“
D

as Almost every employee and manager knows it well: a long passageway with a large number of brightly-lit offices where thermostats are set at maximum and the windows are open, monitors
are flickering and computers and printers
are whirring. But the offices are empty, the
people who work there are in meetings,
at lunch or otherwise on their travels. And
what would be unthinkable at home (leaving equipment switched on whilst out of the
house), is unfortunately the reality in the
day-to-day life of most offices.
Creating awareness for energy
saving
And this is exactly what the “aktion.Efit“
initiative of EnergyAgency.NRW wants
to change. How is it possible to awaken
awareness of energy-efficient behaviour in
every single member of staff, how can the
bad habits of a lifetime be overcome and
how can widespread incorrect knowledge
be corrected?
EnergyAgency.NRW started its “aktionswoche.Efit” project as early as 1999 and
since then has carried out more than 200
initiatives in companies and municipalities.
Experiences gained to date show that the
most difficult thing is to guarantee that the
savings achieved during the initiatives are
maintained over time.
New “aktion.Efit” concept of
EnergyAgency.NRW
To develop a means of countering this
problem, EnergyAgency.NRW has developed the “Efit” project even further: the
individual project weeks entitled “aktionswoche.Efit” have become simply “aktion.
Efit”. The important change is above all
the increased length of the initiatives (up
to three months), the addition of energy
controlling elements and the inclusion
of heat and water into the projects. The
concept is divided into three modules,
which can be used independently of one
another. However, all three together are
needed to cover all the electrical efficiency potentials of a company or organisation:
20

Module 1

Energy coaching
The time framework for the module “Energy coaching” is intended to be
between 1 and 3 months, with a maximum time of one year. The basis of the
“Energy coaching” module is development
of a measuring concept for energy controlling connected to a web-based energy
management program for the duration of
the project.
With the help of the “Energy Coaching”
module, electrical efficiency potentials can
be identified, analysed and evaluated.
Implementation of the available measures,
which only require a low level of investment, can achieve a lasting reduction in
electricity consumption.
With the development of a measuring
concept and using energy controlling for
the duration of the project, the foundation is laid for long-term installation of an
energy management system that can be
continued independently by the organisation after the project as such has ended.
The results can yield useful tips and pointers as to how to increase user motivation,
and it is also possible to check the success
of the measures that have been implemented.

■ e.g. on the Intranet
■ Loan of current measuring devices
With the help of the “User Motivation”
module, users are sensitised to the subject
of “rational use of electricity” in the office
and at home, leading to a more conscious
approach on the part of employees. In
addition – because the initiatives can be
used for publicity and media purposes –
the image of the organisation as a whole
can be enhanced.
Here it is important that the subject of
energy efficiency is regularly communicated to employees, as this is the only way
to open up the efficiency potentials of “user
behaviour” in the long term.

Module 3

Moderation and training
The “Moderation and Training” module
includes the following elements:
■ Moderation of workshops on various
subjects, e.g. “Evaluation of “aktion.
Efit” “Directive on the use of private
appliances”, “Purchasing directive,
power efficiency”
■ Training of multipliers or worker
groups on the subject of power efficiency

Module 2

This module complements the “User Motivation” and “Energy Coaching” modules.
The results from both modules are summarised, prepared for special target groups
and can be included in directives that are
binding for all, laying the foundation for
long-term success of the initiative. EnergyAgency.NRW recommends the harmonised use of all three modules.

■ An attractive information stand –
all about energy efficiency
■ Approaching users directly at the
workplace by means of office visits
■ Online-quiz with attractive prizes
■ Short talks on energy-related themes
■ Regular energy-saving tips

Further information and advice on implementation, costs etc. are available from
Katja Hensel, EnergyAgency.NRW, Tel.
+49(0)202/24552-27, www.energieagentur.nrw.de/efit

User motivation
The building blocks for user motivation for
the most part correspond to the various
elements of the “project weeks” that are
already known. These can be used over
a relatively short period, or else extended
over several weeks.
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Turbines boost
solar power
H

igh technology from Oberhausen is
optimising the entire water-steamloop in the Spanish solar power plant
“ANDASOL 3“. Among other things, a
new 50-MW steam turbo unit from MAN
Diesel & Turbo SE, which has two housings
and reheater is to be installed. The machinery was specially designed for use in
this solar-thermal application in the province of Granada.

Large Moers
plant

Technology funding by the State
of NRW
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE was able to make
use of its years of expertise in building
complete turbine installations in its designs
for “ANDASOL 3”, at the same time opening up a new area of use for its steam turbines. Technological competence like this,
especially in the area of turbo-machines,
can only be gained over a long period
of intensive research and development.
In this project, technology drivers were
both MAN Diesel & Turbo SE and also
the state of NRW with its targeted funding programmes. Projects like this secure
strong and sustainable growth of the solar
energy sector in NRW against the background of rising energy requirements the
world over.

Night electricity supply thanks to
thermal buffer store
This concept leads to significant improvements in the efficiency and therefore the
electricity yield of the entire solar power
plant. A portion of the solar energy produced during the day is led into thermal
storage units, also making it possible to
generate energy and provide electricity in
a planned way during the night.
Solar power for 200,000 people
The client is Solar Millenium AG, ErlanParabolic mirrors with a surface area of gen, and is being implemented by MAN
around 500,000 square metres bundle Solar Millenium AG. The parabolic trough
the solar energy, heating thermal oil cir- power plant “ANDASOL 3” is being built
culating in pipes up to just under 400 °C, in Andalusia in the immediate vicinity of
which is then used to heat water to form the two sister projects “ANDASOL 1 and
steam in a heat exchanger (second loop). 2”, the first parabolic trough power plants
This steam is used via the MAN turbine to in Europe. When complete, “ANDASOL
drive the generator, which then supplies 3” will provide up to 200,000 people with
electrical power.
solar power.

U

nit-type cogeneration plants fuelled
by biomass no longer make a sensation. But they are still not boring by a
long way – they are simply state of the art.
However, the cogeneration plant in Moers
still deserves special attention, because it
is fuelled exclusively by wood in its natural state from landscape maintenance activities. Every year, the plant in Moers – a
cooperation project of the companies Energie Wasser Niederrhein (ENNI) GmbH
and Stadtwerke Dinslaken GmbH – generates around 18 million kWh of electricity and 64 million kWh of heat. In fact, the
plant supplies around 5,300 households
with electricity and 3,200 houses with heat
for central heating and hot water.
The plant, with 2.75 MW electrical and
8.5 MW thermal capacity, works using
the conventional steam process: water
is heated to form steam in the biomass
boiler, which is then expanded in the
turbine. The heat which remains in the
steam downstream of the turbine is the
extracted. The resulting condensate is
returned to the biomass boiler and the
loop starts again from the beginning. Following flue gas scrubbing, what comes
out of the stack is pure steam.

Berlin storage
conference
5th International Renewable
Energy Storage Conference, IRES
2010

E

urosolar, in cooperation with Energy
Agency.NRW, EUROBAT and the
World Wind Association WWEA, is holding an energy storage conference in Berlin. From 22 to 24 November 2010 offgrid
and microgrid systems will be discussed in
the Seminaris CampusHotel, along with
other energy storage technologies for
electricity, heat and mobility. Information:
Tel. +49(0)228/362373, e-mail IRES@
eurosolar.de, www.eurosolar.org
innovation & energy 3_2010
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Pellets and straw for
open-air museum
T

o the east of Cologne, in the middle
of the undulating green landscape of
the Oberbergisch region – lies Lindlar. And
there, in the open-air museum in Lindlar belonging to the Rhineland Regional Council
(LVR), modern heating technology can be
found as a close neighbour of centuriesold tradition. In the new entrance building – built in 2004 – a wood pellet boiler
is responsible for a contemporary heating
system – and the solar installation on the
roof covers the hot water supply. Harmony between old and new – this could be
the motto of the energy system of the museum, which attracts around 100,000 visitors each year. The new entrance building
takes its visual inspiration from an old barn
– the wooden frame structure with its filling
of wood chippings and clay is, however, a
modern variant of traditional timbered construction. And in the cellar, a 20-kW pellet
heating system does its work.

Few price variations
For the Rhineland Regional Council (LVR)
as operator of the museum, economy and
ecology were equally important in shaping the decision in favour of pellets. On the
one hand, the pressed pellets are advantageous because of their carbon neutrality. On the other, the price of pellets hardly
varies and in some circumstances they are
up to 50 per cent less expensive to buy then
other energy sources. “To this is added the
fact that local resources such as smallwood
and waste wood products that can be turned
into pellets are subject to funding. And use
of such resources also prevents dependency
on foreign energy suppliers”, explains Dieter
Wenig, architectural historian of the museum.

Annual consumption amounts to around 6.5
tonnes of pellets. In comparison with natural gas, this means that CO2 emissions are
reduced by around 7 tonnes per year.
In conjunction with the modern heating
technology and the climate characteristics
of the outside walls, the solar-thermal installation on the roof of the entrance building for warm water provision is the cherry
on the cake. Information: www.aktionholzpellets.de

The boiler is operated at low temperature,
which means that low feed temperatures
can be used in combination with wall radiation heating and underfloor heating systems.

Wind sector goes for
repowering and expansion
W

ind energy has immense significance for the Energy Region
NRW: NRW is the basis of the wind
energy supply industry in Germany and
Europe. In addition, the wind energy sector is of particular importance here from
the points of view of both industry and climate. According to estimates of the International Economic Forum on Renewable

Energies (IWR) the sales of the core companies in the wind energy sector in North
Rhine-Westphalia grew from 1.5 billion
euros in 2007 to just under 2 billion in
2008 – an increase of almost one third. In
addition, according to a current study performed by Prognos for the NRW Climate
Council, generation of electricity from renewable energy has tripled since 2002,
showing stronger growth than the national average. About 46 per cent of electricity from renewable sources in NRW is
generated by around 2,800 wind turbines.
The installed capacity currently amounts to
more than 2,800 megawatt.
Almost the entire value added chain is
represented in NRW, from research, project planning and the supply industry up to
wind turbine manufacturers. According to
a current publication of the German Wind
Energy Association, around 10,000 people
in the Rhine and Ruhr regions, and around
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100,000 people throughout Germany work
within the sector.
No wonder then that more than 400 representatives from the wind energy sector, from
the world of politics and from the municipalities – of whom more than 60 are exhibitors – met in Oberhausen before the summer break for the second NRW specialist
conference on wind energy (Branchentag
Windenergie NRW). “The fact that so many
took part underlines the particular significance of North Rhine-Westphalia as a
major industrial location for the wind industry”, says Stephanus Lintker, Network Manager for wind energy in the cluster “EnergyRegion.NRW”. “Because wind energy
is the most important renewable energy
source in NRW, it has been incorporated
in the activities of the cluster EnergyRegion.
NRW,” Lintker explains. Information: e-mail
prott@energieagentur.nrw.de and lintker@
energieagentur.nrw.de
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Cologne study discusses cost
potentials
I

n a new study, the Institute of Energy Economics at the University of Cologne (EWI)
has investigated the funding and development of electricity generation from renewable sources in Europe. In the study, the
EWI reaches conclusions that are being
discussed intensively in the sector: energy
policy which is not harmonised throughout
EU is in fact burdening EU economies to
the tune of hundreds of billions. “Changing from a national to a unified European funding system for renewable energies
alone could save around 118 billion euros
by 2020 – without the need to reduce the
growth targets that have been set”, says
the study.
In the area of renewable energies, investment is not made at the locations where
electricity sourcing costs are lowest, but
where state funding is most generous. For
example, most of the photovoltaic capac-

ity in the EU is not to be found in Spain,
Portugal, Southern Italy or Greece, where
yield from photovoltaic installations is highest because of the strong sunlight, but in
Germany, because funding support is particularly generous there. Similar tendencies
can be found in the wind energy sector.
This situation is driving up the total costs
for electricity generation from renewable
energy sources or is preventing investments
from achieving the returns that would be prices found on the Leipzig electricity stock
possible if the best locations were chosen, exchange in the very recent past. These
writes the EWI.
signal a lack of flexibility in the electricity
system”, say the economists.
The study however also makes clear that
driving forward of renewable energies The study can be downloaded at www.
has to be accompanied by greater flexi- ewi.uni-koeln.de.
bility within the entire electricity system. This
applies both to extension of the network
and also to the generating side, storage
technologies and the consumer side. “An
example of this are the negative electricity

Energy laboratory for school
pupils opened

A

about the greenhouse effect, energy supplies and renewable energies first hand.
In addition to the study group for schools
in Gelsenkirchen in the afternoon, the
rooms, with their extensive experimental
equipment, can be used for school project days from the whole of NRW free of
charge. Many questions can be answered
by means of exciting experiments: what
is behind climate change and the greenhouse effect? My electricity comes out of
the socket on the wall – and how does it
get there? Generating electricity directly
from sunlight – how do solar cells work?
Strong wind can be very destructive – but
how can this energy be used in a positive
way? Fuel cells and solar hydrogen – can a
car run without producing exhaust fumes?

Class 9 and above. Up to 32 pupils can
experiment on a subject using two laboratories.
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new laboratory for school pupils situated in the science park in Gelsenkirchen is used by schools from the whole
of NRW: the EnergyLab is a learning location outside school for encouraging young
people who are interested in natural sciences and engineering. It also provides
orientation and guidance with regard to
working in the areas of climate protection
and energy technology.
Outside the holidays the laboratories are
available between 9 am and 1 p.m. with
Pupils can experiment independently fol- a qualified member of staff in attendance.
lowing initial instruction and can learn The experiments are ideal for pupils from

In addition to the experiments, a project
day can also consist of a lecture on careers
in the energy field within the framework of
the EnergyJobs.NRW project of Energy
Agency.NRW (www.energiejobs.nrw.de,
and also of a tour through a science park,
including a visit to the roof solar installation. All of these offerings are free of
charge for school classes.
Various offerings are planned for the holidays, for example a technology camp
for girls during the autumn holiday, whilst
pupils of between 10 and 12 years of age
can participate in a try-out course on
“Energy from sun and wind” in the summer holidays. Further information, enquiries regarding dates, registration for newsletter: www.energylab-gelsenkirchen.de

In brief
EnergyAgency.NRW at EnergyArena 2010
nity for this. Further information: Thorsten Löllgen, TÜV RheinEnergyArena 2010 will take place from 3. to 5.11.2010 in Bad Salland Akademie GmbH, e-mail Thorsten.Loellgen@de.tuv.com
zuflen. The focus of the event will be on energy efficiency solutions in manufacturing industry and the trades. EnergyAgency.
Training in heat pumps for plumbing and heating companies
NRW will be represented with the current theme of “Energy ManFor the first time, the sanitary, heating and air conditioning assoagement”, where potentials for improvement of energy efficiency
ciation in NRW (Fachverband Sanitär Heizung Klima NRW) and
and reduction of costs within an organisation will be determined
EnergyAgency.NRW will be jointly offering further training for
and documented using an energy management system – and
plumbing and heating companies during their heat pump marketverified by an energy assessor. This results in recommendations
place event. On 30.09.2010 at the Wiesenbusch Innovation Cenas to the measures that can be used to save energy, along with
tre (IWG) in Gladbeck (Start:13:00) the seminar will, in addition to
their cost. In addition, different sector energy concepts will be
basic principles of heat pump technology, particularly concentrate
presented, which demonstrate sector-typical and also transferon the design and hydraulic integration of heat pumps into entire
able solutions for elimination of weaknesses.
systems. The high level of efficiency achieved by heat pumps in
new and existing buildings will be demonstrated using examples.
Mod.EEM is now online
Information is available at www.waermepumpen-marktplatz-nrw.
The model project Mod.EEM (Modular Energy Efficiency Model)
de (Messen/Veranstaltungen) or by calling +49(0)211/8664218.
is now online. Mod.EEM is the pilot project for introduction of
energy management systems into companies. The aim of Mod.
Conference: “Energy efficiency in production”
EEM is the development and implementation of an adaptable,
Energy-efficient manufacturing and processing are becoming an
web-based energy management system that is tailored to comincreasingly important competitive factor at all stages of the value
panies with different structures and of different sizes. During the
added chain. Companies today have to increase their energy
course of the project, the results and conclusions are transferred
efficiency in order to secure for themselves the markets of the
into a web-based system. The product should be available to all
future. The conference on energy efficiency in production, finding
companies in Germany at the end of 2010. The project is being
optimisation potentials, practical implementation and assessment
managed by EnergyAgency.NRW on request of the Federal Minof technical innovations on 10./11.11.2010 in Düsseldorf is being
istry for the Environment and the NRW Economic Affairs Ministry.
organised by Carl Hanser-Verlag in cooperation among others
Those who are generally interested in the project and also active
with EnergyAgency.NRW. The event aims at pinpointing optimisaparticipants can find the website at www.modeem.de.
tion potentials that are economically viable throughout all sectors
of industry. Individual measures that are easy to implement and
7th Workshop on “Photovoltaic Module Technology”
also overall energy concepts and examples of best practice are
EnergyAgency.NRW is organising the 7th “Photovoltaic Module
being presented. Information on attendance fee and registration:
Technology” workshop. On 25./26.11.2010 experts from the secwww.energieeffizienz-produktion.de
tor – from manufacturers through operators up to representatives
of research institutions – will be discussing new developments in
Energy at “House & Home” 2010
module technology at TÜV Rheinland in Cologne. The speed of
Energy-awareness in everyday living means saving money and
innovation in the photovoltaics sector is increasing very rapidly.
being kind to the environment: this trend continues unbroken. The
From this results the pressure of constantly having to change and
subject of energy is therefore central to the House & Home (Haus
improve products. This has to be done at a very high level of
& Wohnen) trade fair with its themes of building, renovation and
quality, but also under the cost pressure that results from compemodernisation along with safety, comfort and lifestyle. Energy
tition in Asia. It is therefore essential that there should be ongoing
Agency.NRW will also be present in Cologne at the exhibition
communication and discussion between experts in the sector, and
from 11 to 14.11.2010 at the Kölnmesse exhibition centre. Further
the seventh “Photovoltaic Module Technology” offers an opportuinformation: www.hausundwohnen-koeln.de
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